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CHAPTER 5. DETERMINATION OF THE FIGURE, DIMENSIONS,
AND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD OF THE EARTH

In the course of the reporting period, papers have been pub-

lished in the Soviet Union on the further development of MolodenskiT's

theory. *Using the derivation of Marych, Pellinen (1967) pointed out the

identity of the results of computation of quasi-geoid heights and deflec-

tions of the vertical at the earth's surface by Molodenskir's 1960 formu-

las with allowance for Arnold's corrections.

Eremeev (1967) proposed a niethod of numerical solution of Mo-

lodenskil's integral equation for the density of a simple layer. The ad-

vantage of this method lies in the uniformity of operations in all the ap-

proxilnations and the absence of apparent disturbances of the process of

convergence of the successive approximations for slopes of the physical

surface greater than 45°.

In deriving formulas for the deflection of the vertical, one must

bear in mind the correction of Brovar (1965a) and the earlier note by

Marych (1964a). Since the effect of slopes of the earth's surface on the

deflcction of the vertical is an order of magnitude greater than their in-

fluence on quasi-geoid heights, the formulas for the deflections of the

vertical must include small terms that can be neglected in the deriva-

tion of quasi-geoid heights.

Brovar (1965a) also refines the solution of MolodenskiT's 1960

integral equation. However, Eremeev points out in the abovementioned

article that the refinement relates to terms that are negligible owing to



the approximate nature of the starting equations. The terms to be re-

fined have an order of flattening as compared with the principal terms.

Pursuing research reported by Molodcnskii in 1945 (Trudy

fSNIIGAiK, No. 42), in the study of the physical surface of the earth

and its external gravitational fielu Eremeev and IUrkina (1967a) ,stab-

lish the boundary condition for the disturbing potential (a condition used

in the theory of the figure of the earth) on a surface to be determined

rather than referring to a sphere or ellipsoid in the determination of the

regularized geoid and to a surface obtained by plotting from the refer-

ence surface of the normal heights only.

In the allowance for the effect of distant zones in Molodenskit's

formulas of tie first approximation, Pellinen (19651' proposed a method

of computation for the sum of the average values of the gravity anomalies

and for the G -correction with respect to trapezoids of the order of 1° X

1 and greater, avoiding determination of those corrections at individual

points. To the accuracy of a small term, that sum is equal to the sum

of the mean partial topographic gravity anomaly and the mean Bouguer

reduction with selection of the optimal density of the intermediate layer.

It was also shown that in computing deflections of the vertical, one can,

with a negligible error, exclude from the gravity anomalies a constant

term equal to the anomaly at the point under study.

In a paper by Eremeev and f-Urkina (1965a), the derivative of the

disturbing potential along a tangent to the physical surfa•c is expreb:;ed

through the values of the gravity anomaly and disturbing potential at

points of that surface. In the expressions for the disturbing potential

deflection of the vertical, and Stokes' constant obtained on the basis
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of Molodenskil's integral equation for the disturbing potential, they'

isolate a part that constitutes the Stukesian approximation to those

quantities. For computation with a relative accuracy of the order of

the earth's flattening, the subintegral functions of the corrective terms

are represented through the elevations and geodetic latitudes and longi-

tudes of the point under study ano a running element of the earth's sur-

face, and through slopes in the running element. The expression for

the defle( tion of the vertical is studied with a model earth in the form

of a cone situated on a reference plane. This principle of computations

on the basis of MolodenskiT's integral equation for the disturbing poten-

tial was studied by l•rkina and Starostina with the same model. In arti-

cles by lUrkina and Aleksashina (1965) arid by lUrkina, Karachanskaia,

and Starostina (1966), the individual corrective terms of the expression

for Stokes' constant and the mean value of the square of the slopes were

evaluated for a mouttailnous area.

Stolnov (1966) expressed the direct deflection of the vertical throughi

values of the gravity anomalies and disturbing potential at running points of

the earth's surface. The derivdtion of Molodensk iT's integer al equation for

the disturbing potential was used as the basis.

Ostach (1967a) synthesized a singular integral equattu.., for the

Green's function of MolodenskiT's problem. The solution of that equation

by expansion over the parameter k was examined. The determination of

Stokes' constants with Green's functions was also ex-amincd.

In a number of papers, V. V. Brovar described his quests for new

solutions to Molodenskii's problem, the determination of the external grav-

itational field ol the earth from values of gravity on its surface. The es-

sence of his efforts was described in brief form by Brovar in a report to

iI
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the 1UGG Assembly in Berkeley published in Bull. (G6od. , 1964, No. 72,

167-173. As a basis for the formulas for the disturbing potential and its

derivatives above the earth, Brovar (1963b) took a solution io Moloden-

skiT's equation for the density of a simple layer.

Brovar (1964a) examined surface integrals which, outside a bound-

ary surface, are similar in properties to the potential of a simplec laver,

the potential of a dual layer, and the potential of thiree-dimensional niisses.

Brovar proposes using those integrals to represent an arbitrary function

that is harmonic outside the surface and to formulate on that basis ncw%

integral equations for the auxiliary densities.

In another paper, Brovar (1964b) also continued studies begun

earlier. Critical remarks on that article were expressed by Mi1al' (1P66).

In a 1966 article, Brovar presented practical conceptions about the solu-

tion of an equation for the interconnected densities of a simple laver and

a dual layer.

Eremeev improved the formulas for normal heights and gave a rL.-

view of Western literature on the computation of normal and other heights;

he mentioned inaccuracics in determinations of the normal height and gave

a critique of papers by Rune, Vignal, Simonson, Bokun. Chojnicki, and

others.

Ostach (1967b) described a method for computing the vertical gra-

dient of gravity at the earth's surface. This gradient had been expressed

through A-anomaly values by IUrkina (1965). Igmatova (1965) estimated

the errors of Numerov's formula for the vertical gradient of gravity with

model earths having different slopes of the surface.



Strakhov dc scr ibei a n ciii od, d S igiied for Wi Sc id high- speed

computers, for computation of thie vertikcal gradient of gravit), from its

anonmic- I es as given o)I' a planle. lie alsu (levy loped a tle or v of the synl-

thesis of computational sy stelInS for tile deterin malltll 0on ofC tJhe igher- ver -

ticail dlerivatives and the anlal Yti( otnain

Monin (1906 d) proposed a mod ificat ion of Mo] odenlskil's 1960

method of solution of the' integral equatijon for thle function X~, but het

did not 13ok into, the obvious errors of the approximnationis nor point

out approaches to imlprovemlenit of thc results. Earlier, Monin (P1"3a)

had proposed] that in tilie solution of tile cqua*.ion for the density of a simn-

ple layer of AMolodenskilT's 19l60 method, the earth's surface b-ý' subjected

to tr'ansformnations wNith tiliie par amiieter k- or tiht li e norl na I values of'

gravit~y be vzi.-ied in the coimputat ion of its anunialies. -r'elincev and

lUrk-ina )poi.Cd Out thalt the proce-(Ss of successive appro.\ imiations6 mlight

consequecntly be slowe-d dIownl. lrovar (1965b) cha racte'iz ed M onin 's pro -

pos al as gra vclY imlpairinlg thle a ccuracv of tilie Coll 1uta t I ns under reail

conditions. B~y computation w ithi a model earth, Mon in 09~ 65b) Saw for

himself thle inadvisability of his proposal.

After differentiating a somewhat modified Molodenlskili integro-

differential equation for the disturbing potential, Monin (1966) ex-pressed

thle deflections of the vertical through 'alu'-s of thle gralvity alnomalies,

quasi-geoid heights, and deflections of the vertical at running points of

thie earth's surface. In another article, Mlonin (19650) applied Moloden-

skil's miethod to MolodenskiT's integral equation for tilc disturbing po-

tential. The zeiroth approximation is the Stokesian. In the subsequent

approxmi~ation, thle curvature of' the surfak-c muust he computed at eachi

running point.
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An article by Monin (1965a) is devoted to so1ution of one of the

equations formulated by Brov.r (1964). After vxprussmg i doubt about

his own ri-sults, Monin (19651 ) obtained the same formulas by a differ-

ent means. Individual approximations were written down by Mollill

(1965a) for quasi-geoid heights, deflections of the vertical, and anoni-

alies of the vertical gradient of gravity, which in his opinion \%crc suit-

able for computations. A critique of Monin's papers was given by Brovar

(1965b).

Through two approaches, Monin (1966) obtained an expressi

for the disturbing potential in tcrmi of the values of the gravity anonaly

and its derivative along the no'r•al to the earth's surface at running Xoints.

In both cases, the aut4ior employed an incorrect procedure, viz. , the ex-

pansion of a qoantity inversely relatd to the distance r between the fixed

point and the running point on the boundary surface in Lcgedidre polynouii-

als. For computation of the dcrivative dk //dxi, Monin formulated a Frcd-

holm integral cquAticn of the first kind, for which he proposed solution

by expansion over the parameter k by MolodenskiP s method.

Monin also developed methods of determination of a regularized

geoid with a relative error of the order of the square of the earth's flat-

tening and derivations %%ithout the use of a normal field.

Filippov (1965) derived formulas defining the physical surface of

the earth with allowance for second-order quantities, but without using

a normal field, which Mihal' (1949) had also forgone.

The sum T' of the zeroth and first approxmmations to the dis-

turbing potential after Molodenskif (1960) was reduced by Marych (1965)

to the form
T' L F"I

r dlt
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where Tr=4rý(S " dH d•)S()ld

6g° =A- -0ý- ,U
R

H is the height of the earth's surface, and S(M) is Stokes' function.

In the derivation, it was assumed that Numerov's formula

defines the vertical gradient of the gravity anomaly. Furthermore,

Marych obtained a formula for the deflection of the vertical in the I-

dir ection : IH

In the articles by Aronov et al. , there are descriptions of a

procedure for computation with a computer and of model-earth calcu-

lations of elements of the external gravitational field in terms of Ag-

values on a reference plane that account for the Ag-values at gravity

stations. There is also a review of the techniques for reducing the

gravity anomalies from the earth's surface to the plane. Aronov pro-

poses that the gravity anomalies on the lower surface be computed with

a Poisson integral to be regarded as an integral equation of the first

kind. The step of the integration must be approximately equal to the

step of the survey. Since in the general case it is impossible to ac-

count for the field of the gravity anomalies on the physical surface of

the earth through a field on the lower plane, the solution to the problem

may be unstable.

The errors of computation with the models employed are one-

third as great or better than when Stokes' theory is used. In a paper by

Aronov and Gordin (1966b), there is a numerical evaluation of the accu-

racy of the interpolation of derivatives of the gravitational potential for

a mountainous area on the basis of Aronov's procedure. By those au-

thors' estimate, the accuracy is sufficiently high.
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Pellinen (1967) gave a review of the wethods of computation of

deflections of the vcrlicai and quasi-geoid heights in mountains. Pelli-

aen recommnds that t'~e A.-onov-Bjerhammar method be used to iso-

late the regional parit of tac gravity aromnalies and that the rest of tile

anomalies be interpreted with a simple layer on the earth's surface.

In view of the comp) ic.tions involved in practical application of

Molodenskii's theory, Mihal' (1965) replaces the geoid by a surface S

whose distances Ti from the physical surface of the earth at. each of its

points in the direction n of the vc>-,-:a1 at the point are defined by the

formrula 2w -w -11 1~r
=11+-- *-~

g 2 g (in

Here W is the earth's gravity pctential, \V its sea-level value,

and g gravity. Th- formula recornmerd-. by Mihal' is obtained by ex-

pansion of potential W in tihe series
2d T +d WV 1 +..

It - d -
Wn ,-n2 d

in this series, one must take the outer limniing values of aii the

derivatives. The author does not evaluate or allow for the infiuence of

terms with third and hig,ier derivatives of W.

lie postulates that thle surface obtained carn be regarded as the

external niveau ý:urfac of a planet which creates a gravitational field

coinciding with "he true external gravitational field of the earth.

An article by Molodenskil on the accuracy of cornp;'tation of the

anom.alous part of thc earth's externa-l gravitational field that l ,ib.een

prepared several years earlier was published ih 1961.
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Pellinen (19o 5 a) submitted a procedure for deriving the coef-

ficients of an expansion of the earth's gravitational potential over

spherical functions from a simultaneous reduction of gravimetric and

satellite data. PLullinen (1966) describes a procedure for computation

of the coefficients in at, expansion of the disturbing potential over spher-

ical functions oi the basis of gravity measurements at the earth's sur-

face. The second method of Neumann is recommended. It is proposed

that the gravity anomalies be smoothed by averaging over the area within

a circumference with a radius that is constant for each point of the sur-

face. Pellinen presented conceptions about the optimal relation among

the number of the harmonic, the spacing of the gravity survey points,

and the aforementioned radius. He examined problems of the interpola-

tion and extrapolation of gravity and allowance for the elevation depend-

ence of the Ag-anomaiies. He also gave formulas for determination of

the weights of the averaged gravity anomalies from correlational analy-

sis of gravity and the variances and covariances of the coefficients.

Ostach and Pellinen (1966) gave formulas with which to correct

the coefficients of the spherical harmonics of the disturbing potential of

a regularized earth for its flattening. The corrections nave the order of

the product of the square of the earth ellipsoid's eccentrih ity times the

order of the spherical harmonic, They must be applied in the determin-

ation of those coefficients from the gravity anomalies at the earth's sur-

face with Stokes' series.

After differentiating an equation of astrogeodetic and gravimetric

measurements for quasi-geoid height given earlier in a paper at the Pý-ague

symposium on the theory of the figure of the earth, Izotov (1965) obtained

analogous equatiorns for the deflection components. The free terms include

astronomical and geodetic coordinates.
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According to calculations by Grushinskii and Sag;tov, neglect

of currents in marine determinations of gravity can introduce an error

of 15 mgal under unfavorable conditions. After the corrections to the

measured gravity values to allow for currents were expanded with a

computer in series over the spherical functions up to order 16, it was

concluded that the influence of neglect of currents can introduce an er-

ror of 0. 1 in the denominator of the earth's flattening. 'Fables of the

* coefficients of the expansion were obtained for summer and winter.

Marych (1964) showed that the Stokes, Pizzetti, and Brovar for-

mulas define the regularized geoid with an arbitrary degree of accuracy

on the condition of corresponding smallness of the gravity anomalies,

which can be satisfied through the choice of normal gravitational field.

Marych (1963) described the principle of determination of the

regularized geoid with allowance for small quantities of n-th order

without the use of a normal field.

Gromov obtained an integral formula for the disturbing potential

on a rcgularized gcoid through thc anomalics of the gravity gradient on

that geoid.

Molodenskil merits first mention in the development of the geo-

metric methods of the present-day theory of the earth's figure. Those

methods were the subject of several papers of his published in 1,349

through 1954. Using the procedure pointed out by Molodenskil, recently

Eremeev and lUrkina (1966) proposed formulas for the computation of

astronomical coordinates from angle measurements and examined some

other problems that arise in the evolution of three--dimensional geodetic



nets. The transfer of astronomical coordinates from one point to

another was also studed by RudskiT (1965, 1966).

Bordering on thst subjects are several papers concerning

the development of a theory of joint adjustment of geodetic latitudes

and longitudes and quasi-geoid heights.

Pellinen (1963) showed that the azimuthal condition is affected

by only the lateral errors of a triangulation; this influence does not de-

pend on the latitude and direction of the chain. The corresponding dis-

tortions of the azimuthal condition do not lead to additional lateral er-

rors of the triangulation chain along a great-circle arc and indirectly

influence the longitudinal shift of the chain along the parallel. The for-

mulas given earlier by Pellinen for the transverse and longitudinal shifts

(Geod. i kertografi'a, 1961, No. 10, 3-9) have been improved.

Eremeev and lrkina (196 7 c) improved Molodenski-'s integral

formulas for the radial and longitudinal shifts in the initial reduction of

a triangulation by a development method, as compared with the version

of those fo mulas in a 1960 monograph by Molodenskil et al. (Trudy

"fSNIIGAiK, No. 131)* ), since the improved formulas allow for the an-

gular difference between the normals to the quasi-geoid and reference

ellipsoid on the one hand and the deflection of the vertical at the phys-

ical surface of the earth on the other.

The same authors (1967b) described a technique of simultaneous

adjustment of geodetic latitudes and longitudes and quasi-geoid heights.

Engl. transl. : Me'nods for Study of the External Gravitational Field

and Figure of the Earth. Jerusalem, Israel Program for Scientific
Translations, 1962---Tr. note.



They propose that the preliminary adjustment of individual ties of the

triangulation be alternated with the computation of quasi-geoid heights

at astronomical triangulation points by Molodenskil's formula of astro-

gravimetric leveling. They adopt as directly measured quantities the

lengths of arcs projected on the reference ellipsoid, the azimuths of

those arcs, and gravimetric corrections (6) for the nonlinearity of the

variation of the deflection of the vertical on those arcs. MolodenskiT's

integral formulas need not be employed in their procedure.

The technique was illustrated with a model net described by

tUrkina et al. (1967). Into measurements that could be said to have

been made on a niveau sphere-geoid, they introduced errors on the ex-

pectation that the RMS errors of the measurements of the arcs, azimuths,

and 6-values, respectively, were equal to ± 3 m, ± 0. 2, and ± 1. 5 m (the

arc lengths of the model net being close to 3000 km). The results of the

computations demonstrated the advantage of the proposed method over

individual adjustment of plane coordinates and quasi-geoid heights.

In the solution to this problem given by Muralev, it is proposed

that Molodenskiy's integral formulas be used. Muralev also studied ques-

tions of the practical application of MolodenskiT's formulas.

A paper by Pellinen, Taranov, and Shabanov described a com-

puter procedure for computation of gravimetric quasi-geoid heights and

deflections of the vertical with the Stokes and Vening Meinesz integral

formulas.

Krzhizhanovskaia used the maps she had prepared earlier for the

gravimetric deflections of the vertical in the trapezoid between latitudes
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0 00
53 15'-54 15' and longitudes 59-600 to compute the differences of the

gravimetric quasi-geoid heights with respect to one of the points of

the area. The accuracy of tie computation was estimated at 20 cm.
ti

By the estimate of Surnin (1964), the coordinates of the earth's

center of mass can at present be determined with an error of about

± 100 m and points of isolated geodetic systems can be tied by physical

methods with an error of about ± 140 m.

A paper by Dul'tsev (1965) concerns the determination of the

scale reduction constant introduced by Mihal'.

Ra~inskas estimated the accuracy of the interpolation of astro-

geodetic deflections of the vertical by gravimetric deflections for the

territory of Lithuania and plotted maps of the deflections of the verti-

cal and the quasi-geoid for its western part.

Andrccv (1966) XLc esented the components of attraction uf a

niveau ellipsoid along a radius vector from the center and along a di-

rection perpendicular to the radius vcctor in the plane of the meridian,

in the form of series in powers of eccentricity e and of the ratio of cen-
4

trifugal force to gravity at the equator. Terms of order e were re-

tamed. The expressions are real on the surface of the ellipsoid and

outside it. Analogous series were used to represent the attraction

components along a normal to the ellipsoid and along a direction per-

pendicular to the normal in the meridional plane. The series are real

on the surface of the ellipsoid and at a height h above it on the condi-
2

tion that the ratio of h to the semimajor axis have the order of e

For the determination of gravity outside a certain surface from

its values on the surface, Alck'sidze (1965) preposcz t-u, approximation

I
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methods. The reduction of the external problem to an internal one

made it possible to use a finite-difference method adapted for gen-

eral-purpose digital computers. The rate of convergence of the it-

erations and the organization of a full automation were examined.

The author reduces the second method to an expansion in Fourier

series or the solution of a system of algebraic equations. The der-

ivation of the higher derivatives of gravity on the basis of the two

methods is also examined.

Historical studies and reviews were published by Zhongolo-

vich, Sologub, and Stuopis. Zhongolovich compared the possibilities

of determination of the harmonics of the earth's gravitational field

from a ground-based gravity survey and from the motion of artificial

earth satellites. Information on determrninations of the zonal harmon-

ics (with corresponding values of the flattening of the earth) Pnd tes-

seral harmonics (with corresponding values of the difference of the

semiaxes of the equatorial ellipse and the longitude of its semimajor

axis) has been compiled in tables.

An article by Antoniuk (1964) concerns two papers by Sludskil

(184l-l897), "OC the deflection of plumb. lines' and "Gerteial t1hory of

the figure of the earth, " since whose publication 100 and 75 years had

passed, respectively, in 1963.

Makarov (1965) noted the importance of a uniform understanding

of the various anomalies of gravity and, in particular, recommended a

distinction bctween the free-air reduction and the Faye reduction.

Gramenitskaia and Filimonov described an attachment to stereo-

photogrammetric instrunents for determination of the corrections to
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I
gravity measurements for the relief of the n-cghboring zones from

aerial photographs.

In articles by ZavgorodniT and by Kazin,;KiT', individual prob-

lems of numerical integration are examined.

Menaker designed charts for the computation of the terrain

correction with an accuracy of 0. 2-. 3 regal from the elevation con-

tours arouiid a gravimetric point. In allowance for the topographic

masses of the immediate surroundings, Zemlianov proposes the use

of a formula of the attraction of thin horizontal slabs in the form of

polyhedrons, as a basis for a compi!ter program. A procedure for

computation of topographic corrections to gravity with a computer

was also ex. mined by Aronov et al.

Budriukov compiled tables of normal gravity val.ues in accord-

ance with Ilelmert's formula (1901-1909) to an accuracy of 0. 01 rngal

with Gaussian plane rectangular coordinates in the argument, for the

latitude belt 32-77 . HIe appended tables of corrections for conversion

from Helmert's formula to those of Cassinis, KrasovskiT, and Zhon-

golovich.

Zagrebin corrected an inaccuracy that appeared in one of his

earlier papers (Trudy In-ta teoreticheskoT astr. , 1952, No. 1, 87-222).

Mihial' expressed a doubt about the possibility of deriving de-

flections ou the vertical on the basis of a local gravity survey with an

accuracy better than 0'.5. A reply to his article was published by lUrkina

and Eremcev (1964).
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Novoselitskiv examined a particular case of the problem of

analytic continuation of gravity anomalies (with two-dimensional dis-

tribution of the attracting masses).

The articles by Brovar et al. and by Voskobolnikov et al. em-

body critiques of papers by Malovichko and his co-workers.

Research was carried out on the gravitational field of the Indian

Ocean and Antarctica (Avsiuk, Frolov, Galganov). The shape of geoid

surfaces in Antarctica was investigated by Frolov.

An Atlas of Antarctica represcntiig the work of a large number

of specialists was published. The gravimetric maps to be found in the

Atlas give an idea of the state of gravimetrir research in Antarctica.

The list of references includes papers relating directly to the

geological interpretation of gravity anomalies, but also offering an in-

terest or useful information from the point of view of the study of the

earth's gravitational field and figure.

Ii
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